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Jessica jones costume designer taylor swift

Happy fall, T. Swift fans! With autumn comes the immediate need to enjoy pumpkin flavored everything, buy oversized sweaters, and think about what you're going to be for Halloween. If you're a good Swiftie, you've already got inspiration from her music videos, but a Taylor Swift 1989-inspired Halloween costume is really the unique way
to go. After all, you probably thank Taylor for reviving the polaroid, and what better way to celebrate your love for the singer than to be her for Halloween? As of late, Taylor Swift has released stunning video after stunning video. The beautiful singer began by blowing our thoughts with her cinematic, visual rendition of Blank Space. In short,
the video was a preppy fashion dream. Rocking her signature red lip, Taylor stood atop a stunning white horse in killer riding boots and a flowing white top. Then, Swift greatly changed her style game when she released Bad Blood. With sexy futuristic fashion, the looks are exactly what you'd want to rock if you went for a slick, sexy
costume this Halloween. Perhaps the piece is the resistance of T. Swift's collection of fashionable vids is Wildest Dreams. While the video has faced criticism, I can't deny the incredible Old Hollywood glam looks. From her cute - but not navel baring - coords to her brunette locks and red lips, this video is perfect for the brunette T. Swift fan
or the girl who has a love of retro fashion. While all these videos offer tons of inspiration for your Halloween costume, I still think a T. Swift polaroid will be the most fun. So what do you need? Red LipDragon Girl Velvet Matte Lip Pencil, $26, NarsTaylor herself has said that this lip pencil is one of her go to shades of red. Want to get that
gorgeous, shaped red lip for your polaroid costume, definitely grab this product. Oversized Sweatshirt1989 Taylor Swift Long Sleeve Top, $59.89, Taylor SwiftFun story: Taylor sells the same long-sleeved sweatshirt she rocks on the 1989 album cover in her online store. It's the perfect choice, but if you have a similar sweatshirt, save
yourself some money, because the most important part of the ensemble is the next one. CardboardWhile you may need to buy a sweatshirt and a red lipstick for your polaroid look, the last two items will be free or even super cheat. In short, you need a large piece of cardboard (or a box, according to the above YouTube video) to create
the frame of a polaroid. Make sure there's room at the bottom for the album name. SharpieSharpie Permanent Marker 5 Pack, $6.46, Wal-MartYje should write that distinctive T.S 1989 inscription on your polaroid frame. Once you've completed that step, you'll have the costume that will make Swiftie's jealous everywhere. Images: Swift
'1989', Courtesy of brands When you're on the fence about sacrificing your weekend to binge-watch Jessica Jessica Let me seduce you with this: Jessica Jones' style embodies normcore, and is an inspiration to those of us who really don't spend more than 30 seconds considering our outfit of the day. While you should look at the show in
full for the portrayal of a female antihero (a rare archetype considering how oversaturated the market is with Mr. Manpain, his male counterpart), the neo-noir attributes, and the willingness to address hot problems, such as - spoiler in the next link - a woman's right to abortion, Jones' costumes are a refreshing departure from the standard I
don't care about clothes , but I tripped and fell into Gucci this morning model that many small screen female characters are forced into. Jones struggles with the remaining PTSD from a meeting with Big Bad Kilgrave, who can control minds with a mere suggestion. She regularly experiences flashbacks to Kilgrave's abuse, which she takes
with booze, booze, and more booze. (I was stunned by a scene in which she requests the cheapest whiskey at a liquor store, and the bottle the clerk hands her is the stuff I buy as I feel like a spendthrift). Jones doesn't take care of herself, and that extends to her clothes. Costume designer Stephanie Maslansky tells Fashionista that
everything in Jones' wardrobe - leather jacket, tank tops and relaxed fit jeans - has been chosen with this in mind. [Jessica] considers her clothing as a harness and a shield and something that helps her maintain a distance from other people and privacy, says Maslansky, It keeps her from having to deal with the rest of humanity in a
certain kind of way. The leather moto jacket Jones favors is a final season Acne piece, which saddened Maslansky and her team in-house. [The jackets] were really sanded and scrubbed and alcohol was applied to take the shine off, Maslansky explains. Silver snaps were scratched and rubbed to make it look like it was a really, really old
coat. Maslansky has worked with Marvel in the past - she was the costume designer for this spring's Daredevil - and she is set to continue her work in the upcoming Luke Cage. While I look forward to seeing more of her work in Luke Cage, I hope Marvel gives Maslansky the chance to design for female superheroes who, like Jessica
Jones, are the star of their own shows. In the meantime, let's tear down Jones' uniform.1. Acne Studios Lambskin Mock Moto JacketAcne Studios Lambskin Mock Moto Jacket, $1,600, barneys.com The leather moto jacket is Jones' first layer of armor.2. Gray Infinity ScarfGray infinity scarf, $20, etsy.comThe second layer of armor.3. Zip-
Up HoodieAlternative Adrian Hoodie, $54, zappos.comA casual hoodie layered under the leather jacket keeps Jones warm while deployed on fire escapes at night.4. Fingerless GlovesPhase 3 Gloves, $19, nordstrom.com At least Jones' palette is of gray, white and black Knit TankPlus Size Waffle Knit Tank, $10, oldnavy.com Jones
alternates between white, black and gray tank tops.6. Relaxed Fit JeansBurgers of Humanity Emerson Slim Ankle Jean, $238, citizensofhumanity.comMaslansky imagines that Jones wears one of three pairs [of jeans] every day, depends on which one is cleanest. 7. Mid-Shaft Moto BootsSteve Madden Kavilier Mid-Shaft Booties, $119.99,
macys.comNo walking Hell's Kitchen in heels for Jones - she favors a low-heeled boot. Moto style, of course. Images: Myles Aronowitz/Netflix, Courtesy Brands Crisp, ghostly trap is in the air, and everyone knows what that means: It's time for you and your 20 best friends to start planning your Halloween costumes. As the countdown to
her next album begins, what better source of inspiration could you find than the Queen of Squads herself? This year's Taylor Swift Look What You Made Me Do costumes will be legion - remember the many, many Ballerina Swifts of 2015? — but a lack of originality doesn't mean you have to dress up as a lesser pop star. Swift costumes
will never go out of fashion. While it may feel like the massively popular 1989 came out just a while ago, it's actually been three years since the release of Swift's last album. Needless to say, fans were thrilled when she announced via Instagram in late August that her latest album will be released this fall. Reputation, styled in the lower
case as reputation, is her sixth studio album, and if the popularity of 1989 is any indication, everyone in the Western Hemisphere can expect to remember it by the end of November. The album itself is not scheduled for release until November 10, but by the end of September, Swift released two singles: ... Ready for it? and Look What You
Made Me Do. Anyone with the greatest awareness of pop culture already knows that the last song was accompanied by an instantly iconic music video featuring Swift through the ages. On the off chance you haven't seen it yet, stop what else you're doing and watch it now. Swift goes through about a million wardrobe changes in the video,
making it perfect material for a group Halloween costume. Here are 16 simple looks from the video for you and your team to enjoy this year. The video opens with an undeed Swift clawing her way out of the grave where her reputation is buried. (Subtle, right?) Of all the costumes, it is best suited for Halloween, so it is perfect for horror
lovers. The most important part is the zombie makeup; there are plenty of online tutorials to practice for October 31st. Apart from that, all you need is a dirty blue dress and a shovel. Make sure you use cocoa powder on your skin to make yourself look good dirt. Heavenly Hues Light Blue Maxi Dress, $84, You keep four willing, able-bodied
men on hold for all your Halloween Halloween needs, the chances of you finding someone to take you in a bathtub filled with diamonds are small. The next best thing is to invite yourself with all the sparkling, rhinestone-encrusted clothes and accessories that you get your hands on. Top it off with red lipstick and pearl earrings, and voila!
You're Diamond Taylor. Xscape Rhinestone Soutache Fit-and-Flare Dress, $89, Lord and Taylor | Asana Choker, $88, Child of Wild | Lime Crime Velvetines Liquid Matte Lipstick, $20, Amazon | Rhinestone Bracelet, $19, VenusBack in 2009, when Swift received an award for Best Female Video at the Video Music Awards, Kanye West
climbed onstage to grab the microphone... and the rest was history. Nearly a decade later, Swift referenced the moment in her video. To dress up as VMA Swift, just look for a long, metallic dress and pin your hair to the side. If you have time, spray an astronaut figurine to represent the video music award itself, and carry around a
microphone in your other hand. Draped Dress, $107, Amazon | NYX Red Haute Pin-Up Pout Lipstick, $6, Ulta | Clear Two-Piece Lucite Heel Sandals, $25, Charlotte Russe6Fearless Guitar TaylorAh yes, the famous Ballerina Taylor from Shake It Off. It's the perfect excuse to use your old ballet costumes when you have them. If not, just
buy a white leotard and tutu. The headgear is a little harder to find, but you replicate it by pinning two large white feathers in your hair or buying a feathered headband. Free People Stretch Cotton Leotard Bodysuit, $48, Nordstrom | Star Tutu Short Cream, $98, Marie Chantal | Eugenia Kim Ulla Headband, $49, Banana Republic | Touch
Ups Beth, $50, Shoes8You Belong With Me TaylorA reference to the video for You Belong With Me, which was released in 2008, this incarnation of Swift is super easy to replicate. Just put on glasses from the '80s, pull your hair back and buy a plain white T-shirt from a craft store. Write JUNIOR JEWELS in the middle, then have your
friends sign. As for bottoms, most of the music video takes place in her bedroom, so go for some pajama shorts or pants. Sorbet Pyjama Shorts, $30, Domino | Popmap Large Retro Clear Lens Glasses, $14, Popmap | Scoopneck Tee, $22, GAPYYYy may not remember the pink Oscar de la Renta dress Swift wore at the 2014 Met Gala,
but she does. In fact, it's the dress she was buried in. This costume is perfect for the fashion-obsessed friend. Neilson Barnard/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesSo how should you mimic a one-of-a-kind designer dress? U... can't, really, but do your best to find a pastel pink ballgown. Remember to curl your hair and wear red
lipstick. Lime Crime Red Velvet, $20, Amazon | Pink a line scoop neck tulle floor length prom $139, Harry Dress | Countries Heels, $90, Steve MaddenTaylor Swift VEVO/YouTubeSwift ultra fans can remember her leader costume of the 2012 MTV Europe Awards. To recreate this look, you'll need a top hat, red jacket, black shorts and a
stick to spin around as you lead your squad to Halloween shenanigans. Freya Military Style Blazer, $46, BooHoo | Black Satin Top Hat, $8, Amazon | Harley-Davidson Hope Boots, $180, Zappos | Express Dressy Shorts, $11, ThredUpJust as Swift released her inner goth for the dance sequence in the video, dressing in a costume as dark
as your soul this Halloween. Let your hair do its natural thing, and make sure your makeup is dark blues and plums. After that, all you need is fishing nets, black hot pants and a long-sleeved crop top. Cosabella Free Low Rise Hot Pants, $26, Bare Necessities | Cosabella Bisou Texture Black Flock Bodysuit, $130, Orchard Mile | Black
Long Bell Sleeve Crop Top, $32, River Island | Fishnet Tights, $11, TorridSwift managed to work out her love of cats in the video; The costume is perfect for her fellow feline lovers. The important parts are the cat mask, baseball bat, cat hoodie and red boots. Cat Head &amp; Paws Costume for Adults, $28, Buy Costumes | Black Cat
PatternEd Hoodie, $32, with chic | Patent Leather Over the Knee Boots, $99, Water Every SundaySpiky Taylor's costume serves as protection; those spikes will keep everyone out of your personal space. Dress up in all the studded, spiky clothes you find. Embroidered &amp; Studded Faux Leather Jacket, $25, Charlotte Russe | Ripped
Front Jeans, $30, Outfit Made | Silver Spike Cuff Bracelet, $6, Hot Topic | City Girl Leather Cap, $18, 2020 Ave | Tripp NYC PVC Lace Up Bustier, $45, ASOSA possible throwback to her retro Wildest Dreams video, this costume is simple. Dress up in an orange shirt dress and boots (or thigh-high socks if you don't find affordable over-the-
knee shoes), and do your hair in a 40s wave. Add some vintage jewelry and a snake tattoo on your thigh, and you're all set. Soda Fountain Dress, $65, ModCloth | Ladies over knee thigh high socks, $3, Amazon | Dolce Vita Ethan Boots, $215, Zappos | Vintage Style Satin Wrist gloves, $14, Unique VintageFinally, the queen of your group
- the one who always make plans and take the lead - is destined to be Taylor's reputation. It can be difficult to find a bodysuit decorated with rep, but you find a close approach. Finally, start the night with your hair moist, like Swift's in the video. Faux Fur Jacket, $67, H&amp;M | Danskin Low Back Dance Leotard, $24, Kohl's | Platform
Chunky Heel Combat Boots, $123, Chiko Shoes | Darling Waterfall Tassels, $34, Humble ChicEven if you don't get all the Taylors at once, you can pair in any combination: Zombie Taylor and Met Gala Taylor, Fearless Taylor with Reputation Taylor, and so on. Happy halloween! Halloween!
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